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The Babes in the Wood - 1879

death cycles produced between 1970 and 1985. Bodies of Desire and
Bodies in Distress profiles leading 1970s Italian directors and performers
including Aristide Massaccesi (Joe D’Amato), Laura Gemser, and Dario
Argento (who also provides an interview discussing his work and 1970s
Italian society). The volume also provides case-studies of the giallo cycle,
rape and revenge dramas, the Italian rogue cop series, post-apocalypse
films, barbarian movies, and sex comedy formats. By considering the
icons and genres from the golden age of Italian cult film alongside the
crucial social and sexual tensions that influenced their creation, this
book will be of interest to film scholars and cult movie fans alike.
The Fishing Lesson - Heinrich Boell 2018
"A tourist spots a fisherman napping in his boat and tells him what he
could achieve if he spent more time fishing, but it's the tourist who
ultimately learns something"-Markus + Diana - Klaus Hagerup 2006
Using fake stories to get autographs of celebrities in the mail, Markus
meets his match when actress Diana Mortensen responds with more than
a photograph - causing Markus to become more heavily involved in his lie
and his regrets.
The Silver Kiss - Annette Curtis Klause 2010-04-21
Zoe is wary when, in the dead of night, the beautiful yet frightening

Bodies of Desire and Bodies in Distress - Xavier Mendik 2015-09-18
In recent years, there has been an explosion of critical interest in the
icons, genres and traditions of 1970s Italian cult film. Thanks to the
international success of directors such as Dario Argento and Sergio
Martino, and the influential giallo (thriller) cycle in which they worked,
these unconventional and often controversial films are now impacting on
new generations of filmmakers, scholars and moviegoers alike. Bodies of
Desire and Bodies in Distress: The Golden Age of Italian Cult Cinema
1970–1985 considers the current interest in specific Italian directors and
cult genres, exploring the social, political and cultural factors that
spawned a decade of cinema dominated by extreme, yet stylish, images
of sexuality and violence. Bodies of Desire and Bodies in Distress situates
the explosion of 1970s Italian cult ‘excess’ against the toxic backdrop of
political violence and terrorist activity that produced shocking images of
carnage and crime during this period. The volume also considers why the
iconography of the sexually liberated female became recast as a symbol
of fear and violation in a range of Italian cult film narratives. In addition,
the book also analyses how longstanding regional distinctions between
Italy’s urban North and the much maligned rural South fed into sex and
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Simon comes to her house. Simon seems to understand the pain of
loneliness and death and Zoe's brooding thoughts of her dying mother.
Simon is one of the undead, a vampire, seeking revenge for the
gruesome death of his mother three hundred years before. Does Simon
dare ask Zoe to help free him from this lifeless chase and its insufferable
loneliness?
Stella, Star of the Sea - Marie-Louise Gay 2020-05-28
Stella and her little brother are spending the day at the sea. Stella has
been to the sea before and knows all its secrets, but Sam has many
questions: "Does a catfish purr? Does a seahorse gallop?" Stella has an
answer for them all. The only thing she isn't sure of, and neither are we,
is whether Sam will ever come into the water. Exquisite, evocative
watercolors bring a diaphanous day at the beach alive in this perfect
summer story. Gently humorous, Stella, Star of the Sea also captures the
relationship between an older sister and her baby brother — a
responsibility that can be both lots of fun and very trying.
Zanardi - Andrea Pazienza 2017-05-31
In this graphic novel, presented in English for the first time, the Italian
“Crumb” portrays a lost generation of late 1970s/early 1980s teenagers
coping with family problems, school, sex, and drugs. A true visionary,
with a fluid line and an uncanny sense of color and composition,
Pazienza’s innovative graphic style served up stories that were
iconoclastic, outrageous, humorous, and deeply personal, often based on
himself and his microcosm of friends and collaborators. Pazienza was a
revolutionary cartoonist who ushered an underground sensibility to
Italian and European comics, breaking from the more staid tradition of
genteel adult (and children’s) graphic albums.
Beware of God - Shalom Auslander 2007-11-01
Violent rabbis, lovelorn wives, a busy Grim Reaper, shame-filled simians,
and one seriously angry deity populate this humorous and disquieting
collection. Shalom Auslander's stories in Beware of God have the
mysterious punch of a dream. They are wide ranging and inventive: A
young Jewish man's inexplicable transformation into a very large, blond,
tattooed goy ends with a Talmudic argument over whether or not his
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father can beat his unclean son with a copy of the Talmud. A pious man
having a near-death experience discovers that God is actually a chicken,
and he's forced to reconsider his life -- and his diet. At God's insistence,
Leo Schwartzman searches Home Depot for supplies for an ark. And a
young boy mistakes Holocaust Remembrance Day as emergency
preparedness training for the future. Auslander draws upon his
upbringing in an Orthodox Jewish community in New York State to craft
stories that are filled with shame, sex, God, and death, but also manage
to be wickedly funny and poignant.
The Wall of the Earth - Giorgio Caproni 1992
"The work of Giorgio Caproni has been translated into French, German,
and Chinese, among others, but this collection is his first book-length
English publication. His works are finely tuned to modern man's
preoccupations with existence in a world deprived of certainties (for
example, the existence or inexistence of God). Most are touched by
experiences such as the Second World War and its atrocities, the
Resistance Movement, or the death of loved ones, events that represent
the conviction of a subject that will do its best to survive all adversity,
uncompromised" -- from the Introduction by Pasquale Verdicchio
Historical Dictionary of Italian Cinema - Gino Moliterno 2020-12-08
Italian cinema is now regarded as one of the great cinemas of the world.
Historically, however, its fortunes have varied. Following a brief moment
of glory in the early silent era, Italian cinema appeared to descend
almost into irrelevance in the early1920s. A strong revival of the industry
which gathered pace during the 1930s was abruptly truncated by the
advent of World War II. The end of the war, however, initiated a renewal
as films such as Roma città aperta (Rome Open City), Sciuscià
(Shoeshine, 1946), and Ladri di biciclette (Bicycle Thieves, 1948),
flagbearers of what soon came to be known as Neorealism, attracted
unprecedented international acclaim and a reputation that only
continued to grow in the following years as Italian films were feted
worldwide. Ironically, they were celebrated nowhere more than in the
United States, where Italian films consistently garnered the lion's share
of the Oscars, with Lina Wertmüller becoming the first woman to ever be
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nominated for the Best Director award. This second edition of Historical
Dictionary of Italian Cinema contains a chronology, an introduction, and
an extensive bibliography. The dictionary section has over 400 crossreferenced entries on major movements, directors, actors, actresses, film
genres, producers, industry organizations and key films. This book is an
excellent resource for students, researchers, and anyone wanting to
know more about Italian Cinema.
Methods of Murder - Elena M. Past 2012-03-13
The first extended analysis of the relationship between Italian
criminology and crime fiction in English, Methods of Murder examines
works by major authors both popular, such as Gianrico Carofiglio, and
canonical, such as Carlo Emilio Gadda. Many scholars have argued that
detective fiction did not exist in Italy until 1929, and that the genre,
which was considered largely Anglo-Saxon, was irrelevant on the Italian
peninsula. By contrast, Past traces the roots of the twentieth-century
literature and cinema of crime to two much earlier, diverging
interpretations of the criminal: the bodiless figure of Cesare Beccaria’s
Enlightenment-era On Crimes and Punishments, and the biological
offender of Cesare Lombroso’s positivist Criminal Man. Through her
examinations of these texts, Past demonstrates the links between
literary, philosophical, and scientific constructions of the criminal, and
provides the basis for an important reconceptualization of Italian crime
fiction.
Men and Bears - AA.VV. 2020-01-23
The time of Carnival represents a “wild” time at the end of winter and
pointing to the beginning of a new season. It is characterized by the
irruption of border figures, animal masks, characters which recall the
world of the dead and which bring within themselves the germ of a vital
force, of the energy that produces the reawakening of nature and
announces the growth and fertility of the new crops. This wild domain
shows itself under the shapes of a contiguity between human and animal:
the costumes, the masks, refer to a world in which the characteristics of
the human and those of the animal are fused and intertwined. Among
these figures, in particular, emerge those of the Wild Man, the human
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being who takes on animal-like attributes and aspects, and of the Bear,
the animal that, more than all the others, gets as close as possible to the
human and seems to reflect a deformed image of it. Such symbolic
images come from far off times and places to tell a story that belongs to
our common origins. The bear assumes attributes and functions alike in
very different cultural contexts, such as the Sámi of Finland or NorthAmerican hunter-gatherers, and represents a boundary between the
world of nature and the human world, between the domain of animals
and the difficult construction of humanity: a process continued for
centuries, perhaps millennia, and which cannot still be said complete.
Nim's Island - Wendy Orr 2008-02-12
A girl. An iguana. An island. And e-mail. Meet Nim–a modern-day
Robinson Crusoe! She can chop down bananas with a machete, climb tall
palm trees, and start a fire with a piece of glass. So she’s not afraid when
her scientist dad sails off to study plankton for three days, leaving her
alone on their island. Besides, it’s not as if no one’s looking after
her–she’s got a sea lion to mother her and an iguana for comic relief. She
also has an interesting new e-mail pal. But when her father’s cell-phone
calls stop coming and disaster seems near, Nim has to be stronger and
braver than she’s ever been before. And she’ll need all her friends to help
her.
Tennessee Williams and Italy - Alessandro Clericuzio 2016-08-31
This book reveals for the first time the import of a huge network of
connections between Tennessee Williams and the country closest to his
heart, Italy. America's most thought-provoking playwright loved Italy
more than any other country outside the US and was deeply influenced
by its culture for most of his life. Anna Magnani's film roles in the 1940s,
Italian Neo-realist cinema, the theatre of Eduardo De Filippo, as well as
the actual experience of Italian life and culture during his long stays in
the country were some of the elements shaping his literary output.
Through his lover Frank Merlo, he also had first-hand knowledge of
Italian-American life in Brooklyn. Tracing the establishment of his
reputation with the Italian intelligentsia, as well as with theatre
practitioners and with generations of audiences, the book also tells the
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story of a momentous collaboration in the theatre, between Williams and
Luchino Visconti, who had to defy the unceasing control Italian
censorship exerted on Williams for decades.
My Little One - Germano Zullo 2020-10-27
Winner of the 2016 Bologna Ragazzi Award, My Little One is a series of
sparse and rhythmic images drawn in simple grey pencil, measuring like
a metronome the boundless love between mother and son. A mother,
welcoming her tiny son into the world, tells him the story of their lives,
whispering to him as she swings him gently around. With each
successive page, he grows while she shrinks, until she is being held by
the man he has become. Albertine's weightless strokes and billowing
bodies recall the flitting procession of a flipbook or an ephermeral
notebook sketch. She choreographs the peculiar dance of aging, of the
way our bodies fold, lean, tuck into one another as we grow old. Filled
with poetry and questioning, Germano whittles his words down - each
precise line reminds us of the pithy goodness of childhood. An eloquent
portrait of life's waxing and waning, My Little One is a moving
celebration of constant, unconditional love.
BNI. - 1997

day. Abundantly illustrated with demons, madmen, vile enemies and
disquieting presences, with freaks and the living dead, On Ugliness is
conceived for a vast and diverse readership, and is an invaluable
companion volume to On Beauty.
Science, Sex, and Sacred Cows - James V. McConnell 1971
Catalogo dei libri in commercio - 1999
The Hug - David Grossman 2013-10-31
In The Hug, internationally renowned author David Grossman tells the
moving story of the moment when Ben realizes that no two living
creatures are alike—not his mother and father, their beautiful dog
Miracle or the ants who march side by side at his feet and appear
identical—and the loneliness he feels knowing that there is no one else
quite like him in the whole world. But just as he is feeling the most alone
he has ever felt, he is soothed by his mother’s loving hug. Timeless,
touching, and beautifully produced, The Hug is a charming and
important work for parents and children encountering the feeling of
being different, together
The Five Misfits - Beatrice Alemagna 2018-05-23
When Mr Perfect comes to stay, the five misfits find themselves
questioning what their purpose in life is. Can they teach him that not
fitting in is more fun than trying to be perfect? A quirky, allegorical
picture book from the multi award-winning creator of A Lion in Paris.
In the Meadow - Yukiko Katō 2011
A little girl hears the sounds of nature all around her when she follows a
butterfly into a meadow.
Crictor - Tomi Ungerer 1983-07-14
‘A highly diverting picture book about an agreeable pet boa constrictor
that earns the affection and gratitude of a French village.’ —BL.
‘Children will love it.’ —H. Notable Children's Books of 1940–1959 (ALA)
1959 Fanfare Honor List (The Horn Book) A Reading Rainbow Selection
1958 Children's Spring Book Festival Prize (NY Herald Tribune)
Ollie's Ski Trip - Elsa Beskow 2023-02-14

Man and His Migrations - Robert Gordon Latham 1851
On Ugliness - Umberto Eco 2011
Beauty and ugliness are two sides of the same coin; by ugliness we
usually mean the opposite of beauty and we often define the first in order
to understand the nature of the second. But the various depictions of
ugliness over the centuries are richer and more unpredictable than is
commonly thought. The striking images and anthological quotations in
On Ugliness lead us on an extraordinary journey through the passions,
terrors and nightmares of almost three thousand years, where acts of
rejection go hand in hand with touching instances of empathy, and an
aversion to deformity is accompanied by seductive violations of all
classical canons. With his characteristic wit and erudition, Umberto Eco
draws on examples in art and literature from ancient times to the present
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Ollie begins a snowy adventure on his first pair of real skis in this
collectable new edition of the classic picture book from world-renowned
Swedish author--illustrator Elsa Beskow. Finally, the woods are
blanketed in snow and Ollie sets off for a day of fun, where he meets
cheerful Jack Frost and troublesome Mrs Thaw and visits King Winter's
palace. Ollie has a wonderful time skiing, skating and having a huge
snowball fight until it's time to go home. How long will Ollie's winter fun
last before Mrs Thaw comes again? This is a delightful snowy story for
young children about embracing seasonal change from Elsa Beskow, the
Beatrix Potter of Sweden. This collectable picture book features a unique
hand-crafted design, premium-quality paper, gold foil signature and a
luxurious cloth spine. Create an Elsa Beskow library by collecting all of
the gorgeous new editions.
The Doll's Alphabet - Camilla Grudova 2017-10-17
"This doll's eye view is a total delight and surveys a world awash with
shadowy wit and exquisite collisions of beauty and the grotesque."
—Helen Oyeyemi, author of Boy, Snow, Bird "Down to its most particular
details, The Doll's Alphabet creates an individual world—a landscape I
have never encountered before, which now feels like it was been waiting
to be captured, and waiting to captivate, all along." —Sheila Heti, author
of How Should a Person Be "Marvellous. Grudova understands that the
best writing has to pull off the hardest aesthetic trick—it has to be both
memorable and fleeting." —Deborah Levy, author of Hot Milk Dolls,
sewing machines, tinned foods, mirrors, malfunctioning bodies—by
constantly reinventing ways to engage with her obsessions and motifs,
Camilla Grudova has built a universe that's highly imaginative, incredibly
original, and absolutely discomfiting. The stories in The Doll's Alphabet
are by turns child-like and naive, grotesque and very dark: the marriage
of Margaret Atwood and Angela Carter. Camilla Grudova lives in
Toronto. She holds a degree in Art History and German from McGill
University, Montreal. Her fiction has appeared in The White Review and
Granta.
Italian Pulp Fiction - Stefania Lucamante 2001
The contributors extol changes in fiction, extricating the new elements in
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the hybrid and anticlassicist writing proposed by the Giovani Cannibali."-BOOK JACKET.
Three Florentine Sacre Rappresentazioni - Michael O'Connell 2011
"This is the first bilingual edition of a selection of plays from the
fifteenth-century tradition of Florentine sacre rappresentazioni. These
were plays produced by youth confraternities that elaborated biblical
texts or saints' lives in ways that achieve a concentration of psychological
realism that is frequently astonishing."--P. [4] of cover.
Italian Crime Fiction - Giulana Pieri 2011-10-15
The present volume is the first study in the English language to focus
specifically on Italian crime fiction, weaving together a historical
perspective and a thematic approach, with a particular focus on the
representation of space, especially city space, gender, and the tradition
of impegno, the social and political engagement which characterised the
Italian cultural and literary scene in the postwar period. The 8 chapters
in this volume explore the distinctive features of the Italian tradition
from the 1930s to the present, by focusing on a wide range of detective
and crime novels by selected Italian writers, some of whom have an
established international reputation, such as C. E. Gadda, L. Sciascia and
U. Eco, whilst others may be relatively unknown, such as the new
generation of crime writers of the Bologna school and Italian women
crime writers. Each chapter examines a specific period, movement or
group of writers, as well as engaging with broader debates over the
contribution crime fiction makes more generally to contemporary Italian
and European culture. The editor and contributors of this volume argue
strongly in favour of reinstating crime fiction within the canon of Italian
modern literature by presenting this once marginalised literary genre as
a body of works which, when viewed without the artificial distinction
between high and popular literature, shows a remarkable insight into
Italy’s postwar history, tracking its societal and political troubles and
changes as well as often also engaging with metaphorical and
philosophical notions of right or wrong, evil, redemption, and the search
of the self.
I'm Not Scared - Niccolo Ammaniti 2003-02-03
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One relentless summer, six children explore the scorched wheatfields
that surround their tiny community in the Italian countryside, while the
adults shelter indoors. But when the gang chances on a tumbledown
farmhouse, nine-year-old Michele Amitrano makes a discovery so
momentous he dare not tell anyone about it. I’m Not Scared is a
devastatingly authentic portrayal of childhood, and Michele must
summon all of his imaginative resources to deal with his terrible secret.
This is an enthralling and terrifying story about friendship and betrayal,
guilt and innocence, which drives us inexorably to its tragic climax.
THE HOUSE OF THE WOLFINGS - WILLIAM MORRIS 1892

My Wild Family - Laurent Moreau 2015-11-03
Sometimes there's more to family than meets the eye.... Animals of all
kinds take center stage in this unique exploration of a very unusual
family. An older brother is strong and respected, just like an elephant. A
mother is stately and beautiful, but she prefers not to stand out—a tall
feat for a giraffe! How are animals like humans, and humans like
animals? Readers of all ages will delight in Laurent Moreau's richly
rendered, thought-provoking illustrations, and then they will entertain
perhaps the most wildly illuminating question of all: What makes you
special? Plus, this is the fixed format version, which will look almost
identical to the print version. Additionally for devices that support audio,
this ebook includes a read-along setting.
Elise and the Second-hand Dog - Bjarne Reuter 2018-03-21

Posthumanism in Italian Literature and Film - Enrica Maria Ferrara
2020-08-10
As humans re-negotiate their boundaries with the nonhuman world of
animals, inanimate entities and technological artefacts, new identities
are formed and a new epistemological and ethical approach to reality is
needed. Through twelve thought-provoking, scholarly essays, this volume
analyzes works by a range of modern and contemporary Italian authors,
from Giacomo Leopardi to Elena Ferrante, who have captured the shift
from anthropocentrism and postmodernism to posthumanism. Indeed,
this is the first academic volume investigating narrative configurations of
posthuman identity in Italian literature and film.
Little Mother - Cristina Ali Farah 2011
When civil war erupts in Somalia, cousins Domenica Axad and Barni are
separated and forced to flee the country. Barni manages to eke out a
living in Rome, where she works as an obstetrician. Domenica wanders
Europe in a painful attempt to reunite her broken family and come to
terms with her past. After ten years, the two women reunite. When
Domenica gives birth to a son, Barni, also known as Little Mother, is at
her side. Together with the new baby, Domenica and Barni find their
Somali roots and start to heal the pain they have suffered in war and
exile. This powerful yet tender novel underscores the strength of women,
family, and community, and draws on the tenacious yearning for a
homeland that has been denied.
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Adua - Igiaba Scego 2017-05-22
“Utterly sublime . . . Aduatells a gripping story of war, migration and
family, exposing us to the pain and hope that reside in each encounter”
(Maaza Mengiste, author of The Shadow King). Adua, an immigrant from
Somalia, has lived in Italy nearly forty years. She came seeking freedom
from a strict father and an oppressive regime, but her dreams of
becoming a film star ended in shame. A searing novel about a young
immigrant woman’s dream of finding freedom in Rome and the
bittersweet legacies of her African past. “Lovely prose and memorable
characters make this novel a thought-provoking and moving
consideration of the wreckage of European oppression.” —Publishers
Weekly (starred review) “Igiaba Scego is an original voice who connects
Italy’s present with its colonial past. Adua is an important novel that
obliges the country to confront both memory and truth.” —Amara
Lakhous, author of Dispute over a Very Italian Piglet “This book depicts
the soul and the body of a daughter and a father, illuminating words that
are used every day and swiftly emptied of meaning: migrants, diaspora,
refugees, separation, hope, humiliation, death.” —Panorama “A
memorable, affecting tale . . . Brings the decolonialization of Africa to life
. . . All the more affecting for being told without sentimentality or self6/7
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on the genre of the epitaph grants insights into the kinds of exchange the
poets envision between the living and the dead. Assessing the impact on
Simonidean composition of the material fact of inscription on stone,
Carson suggests that a need for brevity influenced the exactitude and
clarity of Simonides' style, and proposes a comparison with Celan's
interest in the "negative design" of printmaking: both poets, though in
different ways, employ a kind of negative image making, cutting away all
that is superfluous. This book's juxtaposition of the two poets illuminates
their differences--Simonides' fundamental faith in the power of the word,
Celan's ultimate despair--as well as their similarities; it provides fertile
ground for the virtuosic interplay of Carson's scholarship and her poetic
sensibility.
Bibliografia nazionale italiana - 1997

pity.” —ForeWord Reviews “Deeply and thoroughly researched . . . Also a
captivating read: the novel is sweeping in its geographical and temporal
scope, yet Scego nonetheless renders her complex protagonists richly
and lovingly.” —Africa Is a Country
Economy of the Unlost - Anne Carson 2009-04-11
The ancient Greek lyric poet Simonides of Keos was the first poet in the
Western tradition to take money for poetic composition. From this
starting point, Anne Carson launches an exploration, poetic in its own
right, of the idea of poetic economy. She offers a reading of certain of
Simonides' texts and aligns these with writings of the modern Romanian
poet Paul Celan, a Jew and survivor of the Holocaust, whose "economies"
of language are notorious. Asking such questions as, What is lost when
words are wasted? and Who profits when words are saved? Carson
reveals the two poets' striking commonalities. In Carson's view
Simonides and Celan share a similar mentality or disposition toward the
world, language and the work of the poet. Economy of the Unlost begins
by showing how each of the two poets stands in a state of alienation
between two worlds. In Simonides' case, the gift economy of fifth-century
b.c. Greece was giving way to one based on money and commodities,
while Celan's life spanned pre- and post-Holocaust worlds, and he
himself, writing in German, became estranged from his native language.
Carson goes on to consider various aspects of the two poets' techniques
for coming to grips with the invisible through the visible world. A focus
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Blizzard - Robert Westall 1996
Contains two love stories, one written from a girl's perspective, one from
a boy's. In THE CHAPEL FARM, a close relationship disintegrates when
the protagonists move away to different universities. In A CHRISTMAS
LOVE STORY, a couple become closer through
The Name of the Rose - Umberto Eco 1994
It is the year 1327. Franciscans in an Italian abbey are suspected of
heresy, but Brother William of Baskerville’s investigation is suddenly
overshadowed by seven bizarre deaths. Translated by William Weaver. A
Helen and Kurt Wolff Book
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